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Abstract

Complete hydration is essential for the production of structured dairy prod-

ucts from powders. It is essential that the ingredients used hydrate com-

pletely. Determination of an end point of rehydration is non-trivial, but

ultrasound-based methodologies have demonstrated potential in this area

and are well suited to measuring bulk samples in-situ. Here, Acoustic At-

tenuation Spectroscopy (AAS) is used to monitor rehydration of skim milk

powder, and recombined systems of micellar casein isolate (MCI) with lac-

tose and whey protein isolate (WPI). Dynamic light scattering, zeta-potential

measurements and AAS as a function of pH characterise each component

around its isoelectric point to assess its functionality. Scanning helium ion
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microscopy was used to image the dry powders, without any conductive coat-

ing, producing resolution equivalent to Scanning Electron Microscopy, but

with much larger focal lengths and fewer imaging artefacts. Imaging the

powders provides information on particle size and morphology which can af-

fect dissolution behaviour. Reconstituted skim milk powder and recombined

samples were monitored showing there are changes occurring over several

hours. Attenuation coefficients are shown to predict the end point of hydra-

tion. Model fitting is used to extract volume fractions and average particle

sizes of large and small particle populations in recombined samples over time.

AAS is demonstrated to be capable of tracking the dynamics in rehydrating

dispersions over time. Physical parameters such as the volume fraction and

particle size of the dispersed phase can be determined.

Keywords: Acoustic Attenuation Spectroscopy, Ultrasound spectroscopy,

Scanning Helium Ion Microscopy, Powder Rehydration, ECAH Model
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1. Introduction1

Globally, there is a big advantage to shipping food in the form of powders2

which have much lower volume than their fresh counterparts, have extended3

shelf lives due to low water activity, can be stored under ambient condition4

and then reconstituted at the location where they will be consumed or fur-5

ther processed [1, 2]. The manufacture and shipping of dairy derived powders6

allows the dairy industry to access new markets. Improvements in the dairy7

industry in fractionation technologies and in extracting individual compo-8

nents from side streams, such as whey from cheese making, has provided the9

potential for novel, high-value and easily handled powdered ingredients [3–5].10

One current challenge is the ability to either completely reconstitute a11

single powder, or to rehydrate a blend of multiple powders to create a re-12

combined product and ensure that the functionality of the system is equiva-13

lent to the fresh system from which it is derived [6, 7]. Through the drying14

and subsequent reconstitution process changes in the functionality of dairy15

systems occur that affect structural and rheological properties of the final16

dairy gels [8–10]. Methods are required to characterise the rehydration of in-17

dividual and recombined systems to better understand when hydration has18

been achieved, or when the system is in optimal condition for product man-19

ufacture. Acoustic Attenuation Spectroscopy (AAS) has been demonstrated20

to be effective in monitoring aggregation in micellar casein isolate (MCI)21

dispersions [11].22

When reconstituting powders there is a complex interplay between the23

powder(s) and solvent. In model systems studied at a lab scale there are24

several stages of powder dissolution, where the powder must first be wet-25
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ted by the liquid, the powder particles then sink, sediment and swell before26

the powder particles disintegrate [12–14]. Industrially reconstitution is con-27

ducted under more aggressive mixing regimes, however understandings based28

on model systems can be scaled up to further optimise the industrial process.29

It has been noted that surface composition plays a significant role in powder30

wettability [12]. Dispersability is affected by the protein content, specifically31

casein [15, 16] where the formation of an insoluble interfacial surface around32

the particle can reduce its ability to break down [17, 18]. Following dissolu-33

tion, the reconstituted system may appear to be similar to the native system,34

but the solubilised or dispersed individual components that have been may35

require a longer period of time to fully hydrate and establish an equilibrium36

[19–26].37

In skim milk the major components, other than water, by mass are the38

disaccharide lactose (5 %), and protein (4 %, 80 % of which are caseins) and39

the remainder is the water-soluble whey protein fraction [10]. Caseins are40

present in the form of casein micelles which are roughly spherical structures41

in which well hydrated, individual casein molecules are held together through42

hydrophobic interactions, hydrogen bonding and ionic interactions between43

phospho-serine residues and the presence of calcium phosphate nano-clusters44

[27–29]. Calcium, therefore, plays an integral structural role in the casein45

micelles, and shifting ionic equilibria between the free ionic calcium, calcium46

bound to protein and calcium in the form of calcium phosphate nano-clusters47

will affect the structure and functionality of the casein micelles [30, 31].48

Different processing methods lead to the production of powders that have49

distinct physical properties including size distribution, powder morphology,50
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power packing, flowability and wettability [16].51

Understanding the physical properties of the powder, such as its parti-52

cle size distribution, can aid in understanding the wetting and dissolution53

behaviour of the powder. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) has been54

widely used to image powder particles, which can require a conductive coat-55

ing to be applied to the sample surface [14, 16] with subsequent problems of56

artefacts. Scanning Helium Ion Microscopy (HIM) provides an alternative57

to SEM, with the same nanometer resolution and a longer focal length, but58

without requiring any conductive coating. HIM offers a method to image59

native powder rapidly, ensuring there is no loss of surface information from60

the application of a conductive sample coating. Helium ion microscopy has61

great potential within food science, with the ability to accurately probe a62

materials surface and adjacent interiors. Different ion beams can be allow63

the sample to be physically etched revealing 3D information about the sam-64

ples structure [32–35]. HIM has so far not been fully exploited in the imaging65

of food structures, particularly samples that are already in a dry state.66

Ultrasound based measurements are well suited to monitoring rapidly67

changing complex colloidal systems such as, protein aggregation [11] or the68

enzymatic degradation of gels [36]. Acoustic analysis techniques can measure69

concentrated systems, without dilution and can be used for on-line monitor-70

ing during production [37]. Velocimetry measurements provide information71

on dynamic changes in a system, such as powder dissolution, with results72

comparable to other measurement techniques [11, 38]. AAS involves mea-73

sures the absolute acoustic attenuation as a function of frequency over a74

broad range of frequencies (1-120 MHz) and can measure emulsions with vol-75
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ume fractions from 0.5 to 50 %, dependent upon physical properties, and may76

predict particle sizes in the range 0.01 µm to 1000 µm [39, 40]. AAS has been77

used previously to assess the degree of denaturation in bovine serum albumin78

[41], characterise oil-in-water emulsions [42], reconstituted milk powder [43]79

and particle sizing in dairy beverages [19]. This research suggests that AAS80

is an excellent technique for monitoring changes (particularly slower changes81

taking place over many hours) in rehydrating recombined systems comprised82

of multiple dairy derived ingredients.83

A toolkit for the better understanding of the effects of temperature, time,84

pH, shear forces, solvent quality, mineral balance and buffering capacity and85

the ability to determine an effective end point of rehydration would improve86

process optimisation. Powders produced under different conditions have al-87

tered compositions and functionalities to their native equivalents. Previously,88

alternative technologies have been utilised to monitor powder dissolution and89

powder solubility, including; using static light scattering (SLS) [14], with a90

focussed beam reflectance measurement (FBRM) [38], Dynamic light scat-91

tering (DLS), turbidity measurements with transmission electron microscopy92

(TEM) [44], and optical image analysis to monitor particle size [25], contact93

angle measurements, particle sizing and sedimentation [45], solubility tests94

with gel electrophoresis and mass spectrometry [17]. An advantage of the95

acoustic techniques is that they can be applied on-line and non-invasively to96

monitor rehydration in food processes without requiring sampling and off-line97

analysis.98

In this paper four powders - skim milk powder (SMP), micellar casein iso-99

late (MCI), whey protein isolate (WPI) and lactose (see table 1) have been100
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imaged with HIM which is capable of discerning differences in the powder101

particle morphologies whereby a better understanding of wetting and disso-102

lution can be obtained. Acoustic attenuation spectroscopy is used to track103

changes in recombined dairy samples over time as the samples hydrate. We104

show that AAS is capable of detecting changes in rehydrating skim milk pow-105

der, occurring on the order of 8 hours. SMP, lactose and WPI dispersions are106

characterised acoustically, with DLS based particle size and zeta potential107

measurements. Casein has been identified as the component responsible for108

poor solubility and rehydration, selected MCI samples were recombined with109

lactose, WPI or both lactose and WPI [13, 17, 22]. AAS measurements can110

be inverted to yield particle size and volume information of the dispersed111

phases. Changes in acoustic spectra and predicted particle sizes and volume112

fractions support the observation that over time larger particles continue to113

break up into smaller particles which are hydrating.114

2. Materials & Methods115

2.1. Scanning Helium Ion Microscopy116

An ORION NanoFab Helium Ion Microscope (Zeiss, Oberkochen, Ger-117

many) was used to image the four dairy derived powders under investigation,118

equipped with Secondary Electron detection and operated at 25 keV beam119

energy with a probe current ranging from 0.15 to 0.25 pA. The samples were120

prepared for imaging by distributing small quantities of powder onto carbon121

tape that was fixed to an aluminium sample plate (Plano GmbH, Wetzlar,122

Germany). No conductive coatings were applied to the samples prior to123

imaging to preserve sample surface information. Charge compensation was124
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ensured through a low-energy electron beam using a flood gun, 600 eV.125

2.2. Sample preparation126

All reconstituted powder samples were mixed using a magnetic stirrer set127

to create turbulent mixing conditions whilst minimising vortexing to reduce128

aeration. Powders were added to liquid gradually before either having the pH129

adjusted and/or being transferred to the measurement devices and monitored130

over time. Powder compositions given by the manufacturer are shown in table131

1.

Protein (%) Fat (%) Lactose (%) Ash (%)

SMP 34 1.25 54 8

MCI 86 1.5 4 8

WPI 92 0.2 0.2 4.5

Lactose 0.2 - 99 0.3

Table 1: Composition of the dairy derived powders used in this study as given by the

manufacturer on a dry matter basis

132

Fresh skim milk used was locally purchased (Arla Foods a.m.b.a., UK.).133

10 % (w/w) reconstituted medium heat skim milk powder (SMP) (Arla134

Foods, a.m.b.a, Denmark) samples were prepared by adding SMP to MilliQ135

water (Millipore, Bedford, UK). The mineral content from the fresh milk is136

preserved in SMP so other ions were not added in for this sample.137

Powder samples were all industrially pray dried without an agglomer-138

ation processing step. Samples of micellar casein isolate (MCI) (Ingredia139

Functional, Arras, France), whey protein isolate (WPI)(Arla Foods, a.m.b.a,140

Denmark) and lactose (Arla Foods, a.m.b.a, Denmark), and combination of141
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the above were prepared with solutions of 0.1 M NaOH (Fluka, USA) to142

maintain consistency with sample preparations utilised previously [11]. The143

final pH of the solutions were then adjusted using either 1 M hydrochloric144

acid (Fluka, USA) and/or 1 M sodium hydroxide (Fluka, USA) when re-145

quired. The samples prepared and used in this study are shown in table146

2. In line with previous work [11] 0.8 % MCI powder was used which gave147

a hydrated volume fraction (4 %) that could be accurately fitted with the148

ECAH model used on the acoustic data. Quantities of lactose and WPI were149

kept as close to the values occurring in fresh skim milk as possible.150

Sample Conc (w/w) Against Equipment

SMP 10 % pH (3.5-5.5) U + Z

time (pH 6.54) U

Lactose 5 % pH (3.5-5.5) U + Z

WPI 0.8 % pH (4-6) U + Z

MCI + Lactose 0.8 + 5 % time (pH 6.7) U

MCI + WPI 0.8 + 0.8 % time(pH 6.7) U

MCI + Lactose + WPI 0.8 + 5 + 0.8 % time (pH 6.7) U

Fresh skim milk - - U

Table 2: Reconstituted and recombined dairy derived samples under investigation. Details

include the type of powder used, concentration, whether investigated over a pH range or

time and whether assessed with the acoustic based Ultrasizer (U), or light based Zetasizer

(Z).

The pH of the different dispersions and solutions was adjusted using a po-151

tentiometric titrator (pH Stat) (Metrohm, Switzerland). The potentiometric152

titrator used consisted of a 902 Titrando unit and an 801 stirrer. The pH153
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was controlled to within 0.001 pH unit using the Tiamo software. The pH154

of the samples were adjusted in steps of 0.5 pH units using the pH Stat for155

both light based and acoustic based measurements. Samples were repeated156

in triplicate (n=3) and kept at 25 ◦C throughout titration and subsequent157

measurements. The WPI solution was measured over a higher pH range due158

to its higher isoelectric point.159

2.3. Zeta-potential and Dynamic Light Scattering Measurements160

The zeta potential and particle size distribution of reconstituted dairy161

systems was determined at different pH values using a Zetasizer Nano ZS162

(Malvern Pananalytical, UK). Measurements were made at 25 ◦C, using 1-2163

drops of sample per cuvette diluted with MiliQ water up to approximately164

2 ml for zeta potential measurements and particle measurements which were165

conducted separately.166

2.4. Acoustic Attenuation Spectra167

An Ultrasizer MSV (Malvern Instruments, UK) was used to measure the168

attenuation spectrum of the different reconstituted and recombined dairy169

dispersions, either at different pH values, or monitoring the change in spectra170

over time at pH 6.7, the pH of native bovine milk. The Malvern Ultrasizer171

MSV produces acoustic spectra in the range 1 – 120 MHz with precision172

±1 dB / 0.115 Np. Convergence in the higher frequency data will be more173

apparent on a log-scale plot as the error will be minimised. 500 ml of sample174

is required for the Ultrasizer measurements. The temperature was set and175

kept at 25 ◦C by an external temperature control unit (Huber Ministat,176

Germany). An overhead stirrer was set at 400 rpm to limit thermal gradients177
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within the sample. Measurement options were set as 50 frequency points, 30178

measurements per frequency, 10 repeat measurements.179

The attenuation coefficient, α (Npm−1) is dependent on frequency and180

can be determined by fitting equation 1 to the attenuation spectrum showing181

attenuation as a function of frequency,182

α = Afn (1)

A is a pre-factor which is dependent upon physical parameters (see equa-183

tion 4) and f , (MHz) is the frequency. For Newtonian fluids the exponent n184

takes the value of 2 but varies with other fluids and emulsions and is affected185

by molecular relaxation effects [39].186

2.5. Data inversion to Particle Size and Volume Fraction187

In order to be able to quantitatively describe the rehydrating systems,188

data inversion from the AAS is required. The attenuation spectra obtained189

from the Ultrasizer can be inverted using scattering theory, the so called190

ECAH model (Epstein Carhart, Allegra and Hawley), [46, 47] to produce191

particle size and volume fraction of a dispersed phase in reconstituted dairy192

systems [11]. The attenuation of an acoustic wave having angular frequency193

ω decays exponentially with distance where wave amplitude A(x, t) at spatial194

point x from the origin at time, t is given by equation 2195

A(x, t) = A0e
i(ωt−kC x) (2)

where i is the imaginary number equal to
√
−1, and kC is the complex com-196

pressional wavenumber (equation 4).197
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The ECAH model predicts the attenuation α [Npm−1 or dBm−1] due to198

a particle of a known radius r and volume fraction φ at each frequency f199

(MHz) of the incoming wave. Spherical harmonic solutions of the compres-200

sional field, ϕ, consist of radial spherical Hankel functions hn and Legendre201

polynomials Pn and are shown in equation 3202

ϕ =
∞
∑

n=0

in (2n+ 1)Anhn (kCr)Pn (cos θ) (3)

where kC is the compressional wavenumber given in equation 4.203

kC =
ω

ν
+ iα =

ω

ν
+ i

ηω2

2ρν3

[

4

3
+

µ

η
+

(γ − 1) τ

ηCp

]

(4)

where ν is the velocity in the phase, ω the angular frequency, η is the shear204

viscosity (Pas−1), ρ is the density (kgm−3), µ is the bulk viscosity (Pas−1), γ205

is the ratio of specific heats, τ is the thermal conductivity (Wm−1K−1), Cp is206

the specific heat at constant pressure (Jkg−1K−1) and An are the scattering207

coefficients determined from solution of the boundary value problem [39,208

40, 48–51]. The physical properties of the dispersed phase used in these209

calculations are given in table 3.210

The scattering contribution attributed to the ensemble of particles is211

characterised by the excess attenuation, shown in equation 5 determined212

by subtracting the attenuation from the pure continuous phase and from the213

dispersed droplets in proportion to their associated volume fractions,214

αexcess = αtotal − (1− φ)αcontinuous − φαdispersed (5)

Experimentally, measured attenuation spectra at each frequency fi (i =215
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Water Casein

Ultrasound velocity (ms−1) 1497 1563

Density (kgm−3) 997 1076

Specific heat capacity (Jkg−1K−1) 4177 3818

Thermal conductivity (Wm−1K−1) 0.611 0.521

Thermal expansivity (K−1) 2.1 x 10−4 7.5 x 10−4

Attenuation exponent (MHz−2) 2.0 1.4

Attenuation coefficient (Np m−1) 0.023 4.02

Table 3: Physical properties of water and casein at 25 ◦C used in the numerical calculation

to solve the ECAH model from the attenuation spectra [39, 51–53]

1,. . . ,n frequencies) are evaluated and minimised against model predictions216

e.g. using a sum-squared residual fit (SSD) as in equation 6 [43].217

SSD =
n

∑

i=1

[αT (fi)− αE(fi)]
2 (6)

where T is theoretical and E is experimental, thus providing particle218

size and volume fraction estimates of the particle size and volume fraction219

distributions.220
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3. Results & Discussion221

3.1. Scanning Helium Ion Microscopy of Dairy Powders222

Scanning helium ion microcopy was used to image the four dairy derived223

powders under investigation as can be seen in figure 1. Note that the powders224

show differences in particle size and in morphology. SMP (1a-b) has spherical225

particles that all exhibited a pleated surface structure. Comparatively the226

WPI (1c-d) and MCI (1e-f) have smooth surfaces. The WPI has spherical227

structures, whereas the MCI shows more irregular structures. The lactose228

(1g-h) powder has much more irregular particles, including regions that ap-229

pear crystalline in nature and overall finer surface structures than is seen in230

the other three powders. As no sample preparation or coating is required231

with helium ion microscopy the differences in powder surface morphology232

that can be observed in figure 1 cannot have been obscured or modified by233

addition of a coating. When powders are added to water initial wetting of234

the particles is important and it has been shown that in general larger parti-235

cles are more wettable, contributed to by the smaller surface area to volume236

ratio. Powder sample images can show the degree to which the particles237

are agglomerated, which facilitates wetting by reducing the effective surface238

area to volume ratio, and providing multiple channels for water to penetrate239

through which is aided by capillary forces. Gaiani et al., [15] noted that ag-240

glomeration improved the wetting of whey based powders but casein based241

powders performed better without agglomeration. The images in figure 1242

show that the WPI particles have some degree of agglomeration, which is243

likely to improve its dissolution. The MCI powder has less agglomeration,244

although there are a number of small particles observable together with the245
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larger particles, the large surface area to volume ratio of such small particles246

could have contributed to the slow hydration rate observed with the MCI247

(figure 5). The ability to quickly image powders can provide feedback on the248

degree of agglomeration, and therefore provide insights into how it may per-249

form, especially when it can be compared to information on rehydration over250

time. Helium ion microscopy could provide an invaluable tool to the powder251

scientist when comparing the effects of different formulations in optimising a252

drying process, allowing the native particles to be imaged quickly.253

3.2. Rehydration of Skim Milk Powder254

The acoustic attenuation spectrum was monitored for 10 % reconstituted255

skim milk powder dispersions, from which the attenuation coefficients were256

determined and compared to those of fresh skim milk, as shown in figure 2. It257

can be seen in figure 2a that the attenuation spectra changes over time, with258

convergence at higher frequencies. The attenuation decreases with increased259

hydration time at lower frequencies, which is clear in the raw attenuation260

spectrum. A projected end point has been determined by comparing two261

components of the attenuation coefficient from the rehydrating system to262

fresh skim milk. Extrapolating the pre-factor, A (figure 2b), with an expo-263

nential fit gives an end point of 7.5 hours, whilst extrapolating the exponent,264

n (figure 2c), with a linear fit gives an end point of 9.43 hours, where the265

attenuation would match that of fresh skim milk, these rehydration time are266

in agreement with previous studies on MCI [23] and MPC [14] powders. The267

pre-factor of the attenuation coefficient are affected by several physical pa-268

rameters which can be seen in equation 4 including the shear η and bulk µ269

viscosities, the density ρ, the ratio of specific heats γ, the thermal conductiv-270
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ity τ , and the specific heat Cp, changes in these physical properties are there-271

fore reflected in the pre-factor of the attenuation coefficient. The exponent272

is not directly related to any precise physical parameters but is affected by273

molecular relaxation effects, for Newtonian solutions the angular frequency274

ω has an exponent of 2. The exponent deviates in dispersions which exhibit275

scattering contributions, meaning that changes in the exponent value can be276

used to track changes in the physical behaviour of the system. Monitoring277

the attenuation spectra of a rehydrating skim milk powder dispersion over278

time allows the detection of changes occurring on a long time-scale, which279

were not detected with light scattering or simple acoustic velocimetry in pre-280

liminary experimentation (data not shown). Slow changes are likely to relate281

to the complete release of casein particles from the primary powder particles282

[14] and the equilibration of the mineral content in the sample, where the283

pH and colloidal calcium content have been shown to equilibrate slowly [54].284

Having demonstrated that AAS is capable of detecting long order changes285

in rehydrating systems, it was then of interest to use this technique to inves-286

tigate the influence of the individual macro-components present in the skim287

milk powder, and how they influence each other during rehydration.288

The kinetics of dissolution would be of interest in different powders with289

varying composition, but for this study individual components were intro-290

duced as separate powders, recombined and then monitored as a function291

of pH and/or time. The properties of micellar casein isolate solutions were292

previously characterised acoustically [11], including zeta potential and DLS293

particle sizing. Three separate powders were used in isolation and combina-294

tion to better understand whether the effects of different components on the295
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rehydration of recombined systems can be detected acoustically.296

3.3. Zeta Potential and PSD of Dairy Systems as a function of pH297

The zeta potential and mean particle size, given as the diameter of a298

sphere with equivalent volume to the particle of interest (D[3,2]), for re-299

constituted dispersions of SMP and WPI are shown in figure 3. The lactose300

under investigation forms a solution and so was not assessed by zeta-potential301

or DLS. The MCI under investigation has previously been characterised in302

the same manner as the SMP and WPI have been in this study [11]. Figure303

3a shows that the isoelectric point of the reconstituted SMP is between 4.0-304

4.5 and approximately 4.25, which is below the native pI casein, 4.6. The305

previously recorded pI for reconstituted MCI was between pH 4.3 -4.7 [11]306

which is closer to the native pI of casein. Figure 3c shows that the isoelectric307

point of the WPI is higher than that of the SMP and MCI values, between308

4.5-5.0, approximately 4.75. The isoelectric point of whey protein, 5.2 for309

β-lactoglobulin, is higher than that of the caseins and so WPI would be310

expected to have a higher pI [55]. The mean particle size as a function of311

pH for SMP shows a slight trend towards peaking around the determined312

pI, although the trend is weak in comparison to variation seen, so there is313

no clear evidence of aggregation occurring. Rapid changes in pH are more314

likely to lead to precipitation of the caseins in a skim milk dispersion, rather315

than aggregation and network formation, which is more likely to occur when316

titrating with a strong acidic solution. The mean particle size of the WPI317

dispersions as a function of pH is very variable, suggesting that at different318

surface charges there are more complex intermolecular interactions occurring,319

which facilitate small particle sizes at pH values of 4.5 and 6.0, and larger320
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aggregated states at pH values of 4.0, 5.0 and 5.5. The aggregation state of321

β-lactoglobulin has been well characterised and is affected by pH, salt con-322

centration and temperature [56–58], the WPI contains other whey proteins323

too, which is likely why the aggregation behaviour with pH is complex. Fur-324

ther work would be required to unpick the mechanisms of aggregation that325

have been observed in the DLS data. The variable particle size information326

shown in figure 3d may be in part due to using small sample volumes and the327

presence of larger protein aggregates, which highlights the benefit of using328

a bulk method such as AAS. Following assessment with the zeta-sizer and329

varying pH the same samples could be evaluated with AAS and compared330

to results obtained from a light based method, the Ultrasizer is capable of331

making particle size measurements in the range where aggregation occurs.332

3.4. Attenuation Spectra of Dairy Systems as function of pH333

The acoustic attenuation spectra of reconstituted SMP, WPI and lactose334

are shown in figure 4. From figure 4a it can be seen that AAS for WPI335

dispersions as function of pH is broadly similar over the majority of the fre-336

quency range. At the lowest frequencies the curves diverge from one another337

slightly, with decreasing attenuation from pH 4.5 > 5.0 . 4.0 > 5.5 > 6.0,338

which with the exception of the pH 6.0 data follows the trend in the mean339

particle size shown in figure 3b. At increased particle size there is a decrease340

in the attenuation which would be expected given that small particles in341

acoustic fields scatter more than large particles, the reverse of optical scat-342

tering [39]. The AAS of reconstituted SMP dispersions as a function of pH343

shows increased scattering at the pI across the low frequency range, as seen in344

figure 4b. Increased scattering at the isoelectric point suggests that particle345
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aggregation has occured. Aggregation may have been more likely to occur346

in the Ultrasizer which has a large volume under constant agitation, which347

may promote inter-particle aggregation compared to the samples measure in348

a cuvette in the Zetasizer, where less change was observed at the isoelectric.349

The AAS of lactose solutions as a function of pH do not show any trends,350

as would be expected of a sugar solution, as seen in figure 4. As has been351

previously demonstrated with MCI dispersions the Ultrasizer is capable of352

detecting aggregation of protein in the region of the isoelectric point for ca-353

sein based systems, and shows a slight trend between DLS based particle354

size and acoustic attenuation at low frequency for whey protein isolate dis-355

persions. Micellar casein is likely to be a stronger scatterer than the water356

soluble whey proteins, which is why the changes in AAS are greater for the357

casein containing systems. Having characterised the individual components358

as a function of pH, and shown that AAS is capable of detection aggregation359

of proteinaceous particles, the hydration of the samples was investigated over360

time.361

3.5. Attenuation Spectra of Recombined Dairy Systems Over Time362

Micellar casein has been shown to be a strongly scattering species in re-363

constituted dairy systems of MCI ([11] and SMP (figure 4). Micellar casein364

is the component responsible for the majority of structure formation in many365

fermented dairy products and therefore it is the component of primary in-366

terest in this study to better monitor the rehydration of recombined dairy367

systems. Select composite samples have been chosen to evaluate the capa-368

bility of AAS in differentiating the rehydration behaviour of different dairy369

systems, when multiple components have been mixed together and left to370
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reach an equilibrium state. Providing that AAS is capable of differentiating371

distinct sample behaviour it can then be used in future systematic studies372

of the effects of other compositional elements such as the calcium content,373

overall mineral balance and ratios of macro components.374

MCI has been investigated in different recombined systems of MCI with375

lactose, MCI with WPI and MCI with lactose and WPI. The recombined376

systems have been monitored over time to establish whether the presence377

of other macro components in the recombined dispersion increase the rate378

at which the system finds an equilibrium, or no further changes can be de-379

tected. Figures 5a & b compare the effects of recombining the MCI with 5380

% lactose (b) or 0.8 % WPI (c) and then monitoring the AAS over time.381

The system that includes lactose reaches an end point much sooner than the382

solution without lactose. Comparatively the MCI + WPI system shows a383

trend similar to the SMP shown in figure 2a, where there is a clear decrease384

in the attenuation at lower frequencies with time, whilst there is convergence385

at higher frequencies, with the system reaching stability after 90 minutes.386

Whilst it is known that powders containing more soluble components such387

as whey and minerals increase the rate of powder dissolution [15], it has been388

shown that having lactose present in a recombined system aids the rehydra-389

tion of the MCI as well, even though not present in the actual powder during390

the dissolution stage. It has been shown there is no significant difference in391

rehydration between dry-mixing or co-drying casein with lactose or ultrafil-392

trate [22], where the soluble components prevent sticking of the dispersing393

protein particles. Dry mixing proteins after spray drying has been shown to394

lead to longer rehydration times [? ]. Dry-blending has shown improvements395
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in dairy powder solubility for mineral addition [59] and sodium caseinate396

addition [60]. A recombined sample containing MCI, WPI and lactose was397

evaluated over time using AAS the data from which is shown in figure 5c.398

Figure 5c shows the raw attenuation spectra over time, from which is can399

be seen that there is clear trend with increasing rehydration time. The total400

time represented in figure 5c is 12 hours, the figure shows convergence at401

higher frequencies, but clear changes in the low frequency data, as in the402

case for the reconstituted SMP in figure 2a and the MCI + WPI in figure 5b.403

As the same trends are observed in figures 2a and 5c, it can be noted that404

the main behaviour of the rehydrating SMP is captured in the reconstituted405

sample, any offset will be due to compositional differences in mineral balance406

and exact ratios of macroscopic components. Furthermore, monitoring the407

attenuation coefficients as they tend towards a reference point would be a408

suitable method of predicting an end point . As the powders rehydrate there409

will be changes in the overall physical properties of the system, which are410

captured within the compressional wavenumber equation 4.411

3.6. Data Inversion of Rehydrating Dairy System412

The excess attenuation is calculated using equation 5 and then expressed413

as the product of attenuation and wavelength αλ. The experimentally mea-414

sured AAS is evaluated against model predications using a sum-squared resid-415

ual fit shown in equation 6. Optimum particle size and volume fractions are416

determined by random sampling and searching the parameter space. Fitting417

relies on initial estimates of the particle size but a suitable range is applied to418

ensure all reasonable sizes are explored. The volume fraction initial estimate419

is already known but this is optimised and therefore ensures the predictions420
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agree with expected volumes. As can be seen in figure 6 for fresh skim milk,421

the whole spectrum is not fitted by a single component, however, a better fit422

can be achieved when a large particle fit, for lower frequencies and a small423

particle fit for higher frequencies are used. The same physical properties are424

used for both the large and small particle fits as the physical composition425

of these two populations is expected to be the same. The large and small426

particle component fits can be added to produce a combined fit, which better427

represents the experimental data. A linear superposition of the small and428

large particle model fits is achieved by again applying a minimisation of a429

residual fit. Model fitting can then be applied to experimental data sets to430

quantify how the volume fraction and particle size of different population of431

particle change over time as shown in table 4.432

φsmall (%) rsmall (nm) φlarge (%) rlarge (nm)

Fresh skim milk 3.32 36 1.75 126

Recombined 0.5h 0.73 56 4.61 938

Recombined 3h 1.01 54 1.27 1145

Recombined 6h 0.93 55 1.44 1207

Recombined 12h 1.01 52 1.46 1182

Table 4: Volume fraction and particle size predictions extracted from attenuation spectra

using the ECAH model for fresh skim milk and recombined MCI + WPI + lactose with

increased hydration time.

Figure 5c shows data over a 12 hour period, select time points at 0.5, 3, 6433

and 12 hours have been inverted using the ECAH model to provide volume434

fraction and particle size information, compared to fresh skim milk. The435

fitted data is shown in figure 7 for the recombined sample and fresh milk,436
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the inverted data is shown in table 4. The fitted data shows that there is a437

trend in the rehydrating sample that initially has a large particle population438

with a large volume fraction, which decreases in volume fraction over time,439

meaning there are less larger particles in the system. Over time the large440

particle population increases in size suggesting swelling due to hydration over441

time. The small particle population does not change in size, however there442

is an initial increase in the volume fraction of the small particle population443

from 0.5- 3 hours, indicating that the larger particle population is breaking444

down into smaller particles. The data presented here shows that it is possible445

to track the rehydration behaviour of different dairy derived powders, when446

in combination with each other. Data inversion of the AAS using the ECAH447

model can provide relevant quantification, and provide physical parameters448

upon which conclusions about the system can be drawn.449

4. Conclusions450

Overall it has been demonstrated that AAS can be utilised to track the451

rehydration processes that occur in recombined and reconstituted systems.452

Scanning HIM has been used to image dry powder particles without coating453

to reveal surface details and show the degree of powder agglomeration, infor-454

mation that can be used to understand the wetting behaviour of a powder.455

There are slow changes that take place well beyond the process of powder456

dissolution, which can be detected with AAS. AAS is capable of character-457

ising individual components as a function of pH and time, being sensitive to458

both temporal changes in the dispersed phase and aggregation phenomena.459

AAS is sensitive enough to respond to the presence of individual components,460
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not just to the behaviour of the dominant scattering species present. Data461

inversion with the ECAH model allows quantification of the particle size462

and volume fraction of the dispersed phase, providing meaningful physical463

parameters about the system.464
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Figure 1: Scanning helium ion microscopy images of dairy derived powders. Skim milk

powder (a-b). Whey protein isolate (c-d). Micellar Casein Isolate (e-f). Lactose powder

(g-h). Scale bar 10 µm 33
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Figure 2: Acoustic monitoring of a skim milk powder dispersion over time. Acoustic

Attenuation Spectra of the hydrating system over time (a). The pre-factor component of

the attenuation coefficient over time for hydrating skim milk powder dispersion, with an

exponential fit to the data, plotted with the value of fresh skim milk (b). The exponent

factor of attenuation over time for hydrating skim milk powder dispersion, with a linear

fit to the data, plotted with the value of fresh skim milk (c).
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Figure 3: Zeta potential and mean particle size of SMP and WPI dispersions as a function

of pH. Zeta potential of SMP dispersion as a function of pH (a). Zeta potential of WPI as

a function of pH (b). Mean particle size of SMP dispersion as a function of pH (c). Mean

particle size of WPI dispersion as a function of pH (d).
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Figure 4: Attenuation spectra of reconstituted dairy systems as a function of pH measured

1 hour after reconstitution. Reconstituted whey protein isolate (a). Reconstituted skim

milk powder (b). Reconstituted lactose (c).
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Figure 5: Attenuation spectra for recombined dairy systems over time. Recombined mi-

cellar casein isolate and Lactose (a). Recombined micellar casein isolate and whey protein

isolate (b). Attenuation spectra for a recombined system of micellar casein isolate, whey

protein isolate and lactose, over a 12 hour rehydration time (c).
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Figure 6: ECAH model fitting to attenuation data of fresh skim milk. Skim milk data

plotted in black dots. A large particle fit, to the lower frequency data, is shown with

cyan asterisks, and a small particle fit, to the higher frequency data, is shown in magenta

crosses. A combined fit is shown in green circles. Volume fractions and particle sizes can

be determined from the fitted data for each population.
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Figure 7: Data inversion for a recombined dairy system compared to fresh skim milk.

Attenuation data from fresh skim milk, and recombined system of micellar casein isolate,

whey protein isolate and lactose as shown in a, at times 0.5, 3, 6 and 12 hours rehydration.

Data is shown with combined small and large particle fits, generated as shown in figure 6.
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